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High-power tunable femtosecond mid-infrared (MIR) pulses are of great interest for many scientific and indus-
trial applications. Here we demonstrate a compact fluoride-fiber-based system that generates single solitons tun-
able from 3 to 3.8 μm. The system is composed of an Er:ZBLAN fiber oscillator and amplifier followed by a
fusion-spliced Dy:ZBLAN fiber amplifier. The Er:ZBLAN fiber amplifier acts as a power booster as well as a
frequency shifter to generate Raman solitons up to 3 μm. The Dy:ZBLAN fiber amplifier transfers the energy
from the residual 2.8 μm radiation into the Raman solitons using an in-band pumping scheme, and further
extends the wavelength up to 3.8 μm. Common residual pump radiation and secondary solitons accompanying
the soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) are recycled to amplify Raman solitons, consequently displaying a higher
output power and pulse energy, a wider shifting range, and an excellent spectral purity. Stable 252 fs pulses at
3.8 μm with a record average power of 1.6 W and a pulse energy of 23 nJ are generated. This work provides an
effective way to develop high-power widely tunable ultrafast single-soliton MIR laser sources, and this method can
facilitate the design of other SSFS-based laser systems for single-soliton generation. © 2022 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.463613

1. INTRODUCTION

High-power femtosecond mid-infrared (MIR) laser radiation is
of vast importance due to its wide applications ranging from
molecular spectroscopy, remote sensing, laser surgery, and
material processing [1–4]. Compared to solid-state lasers, fi-
ber-based MIR femtosecond lasers have clear advantages in
terms of compactness, inherently high beam quality, and
environmental reliability. Mode-locking of rare-earth-doped
fluoride fiber lasers is an effective technique for MIR femtosec-
ond pulses generation. However, the mode-locked pulses are
limited to a few wavelengths of ∼2.8 μm [5,6], ∼2.9 μm
[7], ∼3.1 μm [8], and ∼3.5 μm [9], while the wavelength tun-
ability is restricted by the rare-earth gain bandwidth. For a
number of spectroscopic and sensing applications, MIR femto-
second laser sources with continuous tunability over a wide
spectral range are required.

The soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) [10] in optical fibers
can be utilized to overcome the spectral limitation and provide
femtosecond pulses with wide spectral tunability. The SSFS ef-
fect also has the advantage of cleaning up the main soliton from
Kelly sidebands resulting in a very clean soliton [11]. Until
now, SSFS-based tunable MIR femtosecond laser sources have
been intensively studied during the last years in silica fibers
[12], tellurite fibers [13], fluoride fibers [14,15], and chalcoge-
nide fibers [16]. Raman solitons from silica fibers have a
∼2.3 μm wavelength limitation due to the loss arising in
the MIR region, while soft-glass fibers with low phonon ener-
gies can support Raman solitons shifting further into the MIR.
Compared with tellurite and chalcogenide fibers, fluoride fibers
possess a relatively low nonlinear refractive index and large
anomalous dispersion, which enable the generation of Raman
solitons with high pulse energy and high peak power.
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Based on the SSFS effect in fluoride fibers, Tang et al. re-
ported on a generation of 100 fs, nanojoule-energy soliton
pulses with an impressive tunability from 2 to 4.3 μm [14].
Nagl et al. demonstrated the generation of sub-100 fs
Raman solitons tunable from 2.3 to 3.85 μm using a small core
ZBLAN fiber [17]. Although the SSFS technique allows more
conventional near-infrared fiber laser sources to be used, start-
ing with MIR fiber laser sources has the advantage of a longer
initial pump wavelength. Thanks to the rapid development of
MIR ultrafast fiber laser sources, pulses with megawatt-level
peak power and watt-level average power at 2.8 μm are now
available [18–20]. Duval et al. exploited a setup composed
of an Er:ZBLAN fiber oscillator and amplifier as the pump
source to generate watt-level femtosecond Raman soliton pulses
tunable from 2.8 to 3.6 μm [15]. However, the SSFS is always
accompanied with residual pump radiation or secondary
solitons, which consequently limits the energy conversion effi-
ciency, the shifting range, and the spectral purity. More efforts
should be made to select out the main shifted Raman solitons
from the nonshifted residual background and secondary
solitons.

Recently, dysprosium has attracted increasing attention for
its extremely broad emission cross section, which has enabled
lasing from 2.8 to 3.4 μm [21]. More importantly, Dy3�-
doped fluoride fibers can be in-band pumped by the well-
developed high-power Er3�-doped fluoride fiber lasers operat-
ing around 2.8 μm [8,22]. Such an in-band pumping scheme
significantly reduces the pump-signal quantum defect, allowing
Stokes efficiencies to reach 91% [23]. Therefore, there arises a
probability that by cascading a piece of Dy:ZBLAN fiber to an
SSFS-based laser system in which pump pulses at 2.8 μm are
used to generate Raman solitons around 3 μm, the residual
2.8 μm radiation will be absorbed and recycled to amplify the
incoming Raman solitons within the dysprosium gain band-
width (<3.4 μm). In this way, single Raman solitons with a
higher energy conversion efficiency, a wider shifting range, and
a higher average power can be expected.

In this paper, we demonstrate a fluoride-fiber-based system
that generates single femtosecond solitons tunable from 3 to
3.8 μm. The system is composed of an Er3�-doped fluoride
fiber oscillator followed by cascaded Er3�-doped and Dy3�-
doped fluoride fiber amplifiers. The Er3�-doped fluoride fiber
amplifier is used not only to boost up the power of 2.8 μm
femtosecond seed laser, but also to generate the SSFS up to
3 μm. The Raman solitons as well as the residual 2.8 μm ra-
diation are then injected into the Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber
amplifier, in which the residual 2.8 μm radiation is absorbed
and used to amplify the Raman solitons as long as the Raman
solitons lie within the dysprosium gain bandwidth. What is
more, the SSFS in the Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber enables ex-
tension of the wavelength up to 3.8 μm. The output pulses only
consist of the main shifted Raman solitons without any residual
2.8 μm radiation or secondary solitons. Stable 252 fs pulses at
3.8 μm with a record average power of 1.6 W and a pulse en-
ergy of 23 nJ are generated. This study provides an effective way
to generate high-power widely tunable femtosecond MIR
pulses with high spectral purity. Furthermore, the method of
recycling the residual pump radiation to amplify the Raman

solitons can be applied to other SSFS-based laser systems for
the generation of single solitons.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the laser system, which consists
of a femtosecond mode-locked oscillator and cascaded ampli-
fiers. In the seed oscillator, a 2.4 m long 7% (atomic fraction)
Er3�-doped double-cladding ZBLAN fiber (Le Verre Fluoré)
which has a core diameter of 15 μm (NA = 0.12) surrounded
by a truncated 260 μm diameter inner cladding (NA > 0.46),
is used as the gain medium. To prevent fiber tip degradation
and damage under prolonged operation, a ZrF4-based fiber
endcap is spliced to the output end. The endcap is ∼350 μm
long with a 200 μm core size from Le Verre Fluoré. Both the
endcap and the input fiber end are cleaved at an angle of 8° to
suppress parasitic lasing. The gain fiber is pumped by a 976 nm
diode laser with a pigtail of 105 μm diameter (NA = 0.22).
Two dichroic mirrors (DM1 and DM2, T � 90% at 976 nm
and R > 95% at 2.8 μm) are used to combine and separate the
2.8 μm seed light and 976 nm pump light, respectively. Output
pulses are obtained from the output port of the polarization
beam splitter. Self-starting mode-locking is achieved based
on the nonlinear polarization rotation technique with the
combination of a half-wave plate, a quarter-wave plate, and
a polarization-dependent isolator (Thorlabs).

The mode-locked pulses then pass through another polari-
zation-dependent isolator to block backward reflections from
the amplifier. A quarter-wave plate and a half-wave plate are
inserted before the amplifier to adjust the polarization of the
signal pulse. After being combined by another DM, the signal
and pump light are coupled into the Er3�-doped fluoride fiber
amplifier, constituting a forward pumping configuration. The
gain fiber is 3.9 m long with the same type of oscillator fiber.
The Er3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier is employed to act as
both the amplifier for boosting the output power and the
frequency shifter for realizing a Raman-induced SSFS. The
Raman solitons together with the residual 2.8 μm radiation

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the laser system. DM, dichroic mirror;
ISO, isolator; PBS, polarization beam splitter; LD, laser diode; λ∕2,
half-wave plate; λ∕4, quarter-wave plate; L, lens; GM, gold mirror;
CMS, cladding mode stripper.
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are then sent to the Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier, while
the residual 976 nm pump power is removed via a cladding
mode stripper (CMS).

In the Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier, single-cladding
Dy3�-doped fluorozirconate glass fibers (Le Verre Fluoré) with
lengths of 1.2 and 11 m are used as the gain fibers, which have a
core diameter of 12.5 μm, a cladding diameter of 125 μm, a
numerical aperture of 0.16, and a Dy3�-ion doping concentra-
tion of 0.2%. The Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber is spliced to the
Er3�-doped fluoride fiber. A microscope photograph of the fu-
sion splice taken with the imaging systems of the Vytran GPX-
3000 is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the slight mode mismatch
between the two fibers, the maximum theoretical transmission
through the splice is about 92%, while a maximum transmis-
sion of 82% is actually achieved in the experiment measured by
cutback. The power lost through the splice is also removed by
the CMS. The output fiber end of the gain fiber is spliced with
an angle-cleaved ZrF4 endcap, the same type as above, to pre-
vent fiber tips degradation at a high average power. In the
Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier, the residual 2.8 μm radi-
ation is absorbed and used to amplify the Raman solitons as
long as the Raman solitons lie within the dysprosium gain
bandwidth, constituting an in-band pumping configuration.
Moreover, the SSFS in the Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber enables
the extension of wavelength. The output beam from the
amplifiers is collimated by a CaF2 lens L6 (f � 20 mm) for
measurements.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Oscillator and Er3�-Doped Fluoride Fiber
Amplifier
By carefully rotating the wave plates in the oscillator, self-
starting mode-locking operation is achieved under a pump
power of 2.5 W. Mode-locked pulses with an average power
of 196 mW and a repetition rate of 69.65 MHz are obtained,
corresponding to a pulse energy of 2.8 nJ. The spectrum is
measured by an optical spectrum analyzer that covers the wave-
length range from 1.5 to 3.4 μm (Yokogawa, AQ6376), as
shown in Fig. 2(a). The central wavelength is located at 2.8 μm,
while typical Kelly sidebands in the spectrum indicate that the
laser operates in the soliton regime. The pulse duration is
characterized using a commercial intensity autocorrelator
(Femtochrome, FR-103 XL). The autocorrelation trace is pre-
sented in Fig. 2(b). Assuming a hyperbolic-secant pulse shape,
the mode-locked pulse duration is 257 fs, corresponding to an
estimated peak power of 10.9 kW. The radio-frequency (RF)
spectrum in Fig. 2(c) exhibits a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of>70 dB at the fundamental frequency. Figure 2(d) shows the
mode-locked pulse trains measured in 1 μs and 10 ms time
scales, of which the remarkable regularity highlights the high
temporal stability. The oscillator can operate stably without
any manual alignment in 30 days when it is switched on
and off every day, confirming the long-term stability.

The mode-locked seed light is then launched into the
Er3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier. Due to the transmission
loss in the isolator and the coupling loss at the fiber end, the
available signal pulse energy decreases to ∼0.7 nJ. Figure 3(a)
shows the evolution of the output spectra. As the pump power

is increased, a Raman soliton is formed and gradually shifts to-
ward longer wavelengths, reaching a maximum central wave-
length of 3.02 μm. As illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the central
wavelengths of Raman solitons are slightly longer than the dys-
prosium emission cross section peak at 2880 nm, but still lie
within the dysprosium gain bandwidth [21,24]. The total out-
put power as a function of the incident pump power is shown
in Fig. 3(b) (black squares). A slope efficiency of 23.7% is ob-
tained by linear fitting. The average power contained within the
Raman soliton is estimated using the spectral integral method
and is also displayed in Fig. 3(b) (black triangles). Note that the
average power and central wavelength of the Raman soliton are
only given when the Raman soliton can be distinguished from
the residual 2.8 μm background via the spectrum. The average
power of the Raman soliton at 3.02 μm is 2.6 W, accounting
for more than 60% of the total output average power of 4.1 W.
Over the whole tuning range, more than 55% of the total en-
ergy is contained in the Raman soliton. A higher average power
with a larger spectral shift is possible if the incident 976 nm
pump power is further increased. However, it will cause a seri-
ous heat load at the CMS.

It should be noted that the wave plate orientation is fixed
regardless of the pump power, thus ensuring a same input
polarization of the seed light. Since the input polarization

Fig. 2. (a) Output spectrum (black line) fitted with an ideal sech-
shaped profile (red line), (b) autocorrelation trace fitted by a sech2

profile, (c) RF spectrum with a resolution bandwidth of 10 Hz,
(d) oscilloscope trains of the mode-locked pulses.

Fig. 3. (a) Measured output spectra under different pump powers.
(b) Average power and central wavelength of Raman solitons, and total
output average power versus pump power.
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has effects on the SSFS process [20], the output performance
may differ when rotating the wave plates in the amplifier, which
will be discussed in Section 3.C.

B. 1.2 m Long Dy3�-Doped Fluoride Fiber Amplifier
The Raman solitons together with the residual 2.8 μm radia-
tion are then injected into the Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber am-
plifier. In order to test the amplification performance of the
ultrashort Raman solitons under an in-band pumping scheme,
a short gain fiber with a length of 1.2 m is chosen. Figure 4(a)
depicts the output spectra at increasing 976 nm pump power
levels. The spectra are taken using a Fourier-transform-based
optical spectrum analyzer (Thorlabs, OSA205C). As the
976 nm pump power is increased from 7.9 to 20W, the central
wavelength of the Raman soliton can be continuously tuned
from 2.94 to 3.29 μm. The spectral modulations are suspected
to be caused by the measuring instruments. Compared with the
output spectra from the Er3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier in
Fig. 3(a), the spectra in Fig. 4(a) have almost no spectral com-
ponents at 2.8 μm, indicating an efficient absorption of the
residual 2.8 μm radiation. The unabsorbed 2.8 μm radiation
under a pump power of 7.9 W in the bottom panel of
Fig. 4(a), which is caused by the low gain of the corresponding
Raman soliton, can be cleaned with a longer Dy3�-doped fluo-
ride fiber. Furthermore, the Raman solitons experience a large
spectral shift in theDy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier, but still
lay within the dysprosium gain bandwidth. The spectral shift is
mainly attributed to the SSFS in the fiber and the redshifted gain
profile. Indeed, for an in-band pumping scheme, the gain profile
is intrinsically dependent on the fiber length [8].

Figure 4(b) shows the measured pulse duration and average
power of the Raman solitons as a function of the 976 nm pump
power. The pulse duration is characterized by a commercial sec-
ond-harmonic generation frequency-resolved optical gating
(SHG-FROG) device (Mesa Photonics, covering 2.5–4.0 μm).
The SHG-FROG measurement error is below 0.6% in a
128 × 128 grid size for each measurement, while <1% error
is acceptable as described in the SHG-FROG manual. The
average power increases linearly with the 976 nm pump power

without the appearance of saturation, reaching a maximum
value of 2.9 W. The corresponding pulse energies of the Raman
solitons are calculated and indicated on each spectrum of
Fig. 4(a). As the 976 nm pump power increases, the pulse du-
ration decreases slightly at first and then clamps around 100 fs.
A clean isolated soliton at 3.29 μm with an average power of
2.9 W, a pulse energy of 42.2 nJ, and a pulse duration of 105 fs
is obtained, corresponding to a peak power of 402 kW. The
soliton order of the pulse can be calculated by

N �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γP0τ

2

jβ2j

s
, (1)

where γ is the nonlinear coefficient, P0 is the peak power, τ is
the pulse width, and β2 is the fiber group velocity dispersion
[25]. The values of β2 and γ are calculated from numerical fiber
eigenmode analysis [26] based on the ZBLAN Sellmeier equa-
tion [27]. This gives a soliton order of 2.5 at 3.29 μm, dem-
onstrating a high-order soliton.

The amplification efficiency of Raman solitons in the am-
plifier is also calculated and displayed in Fig. 4(c). The ampli-
fication efficiency is defined as the ratio of the net increased
Raman soliton power to the total residual 2.8 μm power. As
shown in Fig. 4(c), the Raman solitons are indeed amplified,
certificated by the increased pulse energy. An average amplifi-
cation efficiency of more than 50% is obtained, highlighting
the excellent potential for high-efficiency MIR fiber amplifiers
using dysprosium. However, compared with the theoretical
Stokes-limited efficiency of ηmin � λpump∕λsignal � 85%, the
efficiency of 63% at 3.29 μm is somewhat lower. The difference
is believed to be caused by the reabsorption of the Raman sol-
iton and additional loss induced from the SSFS process. Further
enhancement of the pulse energy can be expected by improving
the splice point between the amplifiers or exploiting a continu-
ous-wave 2.8 μm laser source to backward-pump the
Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier. Notably, this is the first
demonstration of a Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier to
date. Given the large gain bandwidth of dysprosium, there

Fig. 4. (a) The spectral evolution under different 976 nm pump powers in the 1.2 m long Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier. The spectra were
fitted with an ideal sech-shaped profile (dashed line). The calculated pulse energy of the Raman soliton is indicated for each spectrum. (b) The
measured pulse duration and average power versus 976 nm pump power. (c) The input and output pulse energy, and the corresponding in-band
amplification efficiency under different 976 nm pump powers.
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is scope for few-cycle pulse generation from Dy3�-based
amplifiers.

C. 11 m Long Dy3�-Doped Fluoride Fiber Amplifier
To shift the Raman solitons to a longer wavelength, a long gain
fiber with a length of 11 m is used. Figure 5(a) shows the spec-
tral evolution in the 11 m long Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber am-
plifier. As the 976 nm pump power is increased from 7.9 to
20 W, the central wavelength of Raman solitons can be
continuously tuned from 3.03 to 3.63 μm. No spectral com-
ponents at 2.8 μm are observed in the spectra, as well as sec-
ondary solitons. The output spectra always keep a single-color
Raman-soliton envelope, featuring a high spectral purity. The
output average power increases with the 976 nm pump power,
while the measured pulse duration decreases slightly at first and
then clamps around 200 fs, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). The cor-
responding pulse energies of the Raman solitons are calculated
and indicated on each spectrum of Fig. 5(a). Compared
with the Raman solitons from the 1.2 m long amplifier in
Fig. 4(a), the Raman solitons from the 11 m long amplifier
possess a larger spectral shift, a longer pulse duration, and a
lower pulse energy under the same 976 nm pump power. The
lost energy is due to the quantum defect during the SSFS pro-
cess and the background loss of the fiber. The increased pulse
duration should be attributed to the energy loss and the change
of fiber dispersion and nonlinearity at longer wavelengths. The
most redshifted Raman soliton located at 3.63 μm has a pulse
energy of 31.8 nJ and a pulse duration of 210 fs, corresponding
to a peak power of 151 kW. Interestingly, the soliton order is
calculated to be 2.2 according to Eq. (1), meaning that the
Raman soliton maintains a high-order soliton even though
undergoing the large SSFS from 3.29 to 3.63 μm.

As pointed out by previous works, the Raman effect is
sensitive to the input polarization state [28,29]. The central

wavelength of Raman solitons can be tuned by changing the
input polarization [20,30]. To further explore the wavelength
tunability of this laser system, we accordingly carefully adjust
the input polarization by rotating the wave plates in the cas-
caded amplifiers and record the output spectra. As shown in
Fig. 6, the central wavelength of Raman solitons can be con-
tinuously tuned from 3.63 to 3.80 μm (covering 170 nm)
under a pump power of 20 W, while the corresponding pulse
energy decreases from 31.8 to 23 nJ and the pulse duration
increases from 210 to 252 fs. The decreased energy should be
mainly attributed to the rapidly increased background loss be-
yond 3.6 μm in fluorozirconate glass fibers. Employment of
fluoroindate glass fibers with a low background loss in
this wavelength range will enable a further extension of the
wavelength.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) display the measured and retrieved
SHG-FROG traces of the Raman soliton at 3.8 μm, respec-
tively. The reconstructed trace has an error of 0.35%.

Fig. 5. (a) Measured output spectra under different pump powers
in the 11 m long Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier. The spectra
were fitted with an ideal sech-shaped profile (dashed line). (b) Average
power and pulse duration of Raman solitons versus pump power.

Fig. 6. Wavelength tunability and output characteristics of the
11 m long Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier under a pump power
of 20 W. (a) Pulse energy and pulse duration versus Raman-soliton
central wavelength. (b) Typical tuning spectra.

Fig. 7. SHG-FROG measurements of the Raman soliton at 3.8 μm
from the 11 m longDy3�-doped fluoride fiber amplifier. (a) Measured
and (b) retrieved SHG-FROG traces. (c) Retrieved spectrum (black)
and phase (blue) from the SHG-FROG trace and measured spectrum
(red) using the OSA205C. (d) Retrieved temporal intensity (black)
and phase (blue).
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Figure 7(c) gives the retrieved spectrum, which is centered at
3.8 μm and has a 3 dB bandwidth of ∼62 nm. For comparison,
we have also independently measured the spectrum using the
OSA205C. The good agreement between the measured and
retrieved spectra confirms the validity of the SHG-FROG mea-
surements. The retrieved temporal intensity and phase profiles
shown in Fig. 7(d) yield a pulse duration of 252 fs. The time–
bandwidth product is calculated to be 0.324, close to the
Fourier-transform limit. According to the measured pulse en-
ergy of 23 nJ, the peak power is estimated to be 91 kW.

By simply varying the pump power and adjusting the signal
polarization, single Raman solitons tunable from 3 to 3.8 μm
are obtained. Compared with previous works in which the
main shifted Raman solitons are always accompanied with non-
shifted residual radiation or secondary solitons [14–16,30],
output pulses from the cascaded configuration only consist
of the main shifted Raman solitons. No more effort is required
to filter out the undesired spectral components. Moreover, the
cascaded configuration allows for the generation of femtosec-
ond solitons with watt-level average power and >20 nJ pulse
energies above 3.6 μm, which represent the best performances
reported so far in terms of average power and pulse energy for a
femtosecond fiber-based laser source.

D. Laser Noise Measurements
The system stability is important for the practical application
of the Raman solitons. Therefore, it is essential to check
the pulse operation state. We have characterized the output
Raman solitons from the 11 m long Dy3�-doped fluoride fiber
amplifier under a pump power of 20 W. Figure 8(a) shows the
measured RF spectrum at the fundamental frequency, which
exhibits a high SNR of >70 dB. The average output power
is monitored over 30 min (acquisition rate = 1 Hz). A standard
deviation of 0.4% demonstrates the good stability of the sys-
tem, as illustrated in Fig. 8(b). The inset in Fig. 8(b) shows the
Raman-soliton pulse trains measured in 1 ms time scales, of
which the remarkable regularity confirms the high temporal
stability.

To develop a deep insight into the pulse noise features, we
have measured the single sideband (SSB) relative-intensity
noise (RIN) of the Raman solitons from the Dy3�-doped am-
plifier. The output average power was kept the same as in the
stability test. For comparison, we have also measured the SSB
RIN of the mode-locked pulses from the oscillator. Figure 9
shows the SSB RIN traces of the first harmonic and the cor-
responding integrated RMS RIN. Integrating over the range

of 10 Hz–10 MHz, the RIN of the oscillator and the amplifier
is calculated to be 0.24% and 0.39%, respectively. These results
imply that an extra but weak noise was introduced by the
cascaded amplifiers.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an improved compact
SSFS-based laser system by recycling residual pump radiation
to amplify Raman solitons. Single solitons tunable from 3 to
3.8 μm are realized from cascaded Er3�-doped and Dy3�-
doped fluoride fiber amplifiers. Stable 252 fs pulses at 3.8 μm
with an average power of 1.6 W and a pulse energy of 23 nJ are
generated, which represent the best performances reported so
far in terms of average power and pulse energy for a fiber-based
laser source operating above 3.6 μm. More importantly, bene-
fitting from the cascaded amplification scheme, the output
pulses possess a high spectral purity without any residual
2.8 μm radiation or secondary solitons. No more effort is re-
quired to select out the desired components, which makes it
attractive for a series of applications such as molecular spectros-
copy and remote sensing. The work reported here can provide
an effective way to develop high-power widely tunable ultrafast
MIR laser sources with high spectral purity, and this method
can be applied to other SSFS-based laser systems for single-
soliton generation, such as cascaded Tm3�-doped and Ho3�-
doped silica fiber amplifiers in which the residual 1.9 μm
radiation can be absorbed and recycled to amplify the
Raman solitons at 2.1 μm.
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Fig. 8. Stability test of the Raman soliton at 3.8 μm. (a) RF spec-
trum with a resolution bandwidth of 10 Hz. (b) Output power fluc-
tuation near 1.6 W during 30 min. Inset: oscilloscope trains.

Fig. 9. SSB RIN traces and integrated RMS RINs of (a) the seed
oscillator and (b) the fiber amplifier.
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